This PDF file includes: hetero-bilayer with that of monolayer WSe 2 and MoSe 2 , we found both X A W and X B W peaks exhibit 30-50 meV redshifts while both X A Mo and X B Mo peaks exhibit ~5 meV blueshifts. According to literature reports (30-32), the lattice constant of MoSe 2 is larger than WSe 2 by ~0.2 − 0.4%, leading to the simultaneous blueshifts (redshifts) of excitonic peaks in MoSe 2 (WSe 2 ) layer. The unequal energy shift may arise from the substrate effect, resulting in a smaller strain effect on the bottom MoSe 2 layer (inset). Assuming a biaxial strain at the hetero-interface, we obtained a tensile strain of ~0.3 − 0.5% on the WSe 2 layer (33), in consistent with the expected lattice mismatch. Note that the simultaneous blueshift (redshift) of X A Mo (X A W ) is opposite to the expected energy shifts of anti-crossing (which tend to push the two peaks further apart) and therefore we exclude the direct coupling between the two excitonic states. intensity of X h− W than that of X h+ W (blue curves). Artificially fixing the line width can lead to a reversed spectral weight (red curves). We note that the accuracy of band offset indeed depends sensitively on the spectral background and constrains being used in fitting. The deduced spectral weight ratio exhibits a larger fitting error (in comparison with the case for WSe 2 /MoSe 2 system). But the main conclusion does not change that there is a nearly 50-50 weight ratio, corresponding to a small delta value.
Note S1. Low-temperature PL measurements.
We note that PL data at low temperature (LT) deviates from the RT PL due to the competition of different relaxation pathways. The absorption spectra, on the other hand, are easier to interpret since as we only need to consider the direct transition without considering the relaxation processes. Here, we have also carried out the LT-PL measurements. Shown in fig. S8A are absorption spectra exhibiting different exciton resonances. The LT PL spectra were measured at T= 4 K with excitation energies at these resonances: (1) X B Mo and (2) X B W excitons for R-type stacking and (1) X B Mo , (2) X h+ W and (3) X h− W excitons for H-type stacking.
For R-type hetero-bilayer shown in fig. S8B , we identified PL emissions of neutral excitons (X A Mo ), trion (T A Mo ) and defect-bound exciton (X D ). For CVD samples, we noted that the LT PL is typically dominated by the defect-bound exciton (X D ). The neural exciton (X A Mo ) emission is blue shifted by ~80 meV, in comparison to the X A Mo emission at room temperature, consistent with the reported value in the literature. In addition, X A W emission is rather weak and is associated to the weak shoulder labeled in the spectrum. This is probably due to the efficient electron transfer across the interface (from WSe 2 to MoSe 2 ). Note that the spectrum excited at X B W resonance is very similar to that at X B Mo resonance except with a lower intensity. This is due to the fact that resonant excitations at X B W excite not only X B W excitons in the WSe 2 layer, but also electron-hole pairs in the MoSe 2 layer (albeit nonresonantly). The rapid electron transfer across the interface also hinders the observation of X A W in the PL.
For H-type hetero-bilayer shown in fig. S8C , we identified PL emissions of defect-bound exciton (X D ) and hybridized excitons (X h+ Mo and X h− Mo ). The X A W exciton is likely very weak in the emission spectrum (for the same reason as X A W excitons in R-type stacking). The spectral shifts are consistent with the differential reflectance (DR) spectra, where the X h+ Mo (X h− Mo ) exciton peak exhibits a redshift (blueshift) from the X A Mo peak (in R-type stacking) by ~20 meV (~60 meV).
While the spectral line shapes are similar for spectra excited at different resonances (X B Mo , X h+ W and X h− W ), the weight ratio between X h+ Mo and X h− Mo emissions is quite different. The X h− Mo exhibits a larger weight ratio when excited at X B Mo resonance. We note that the different weight ratio might be caused by the spin-dependent interlayer and intervalley energy relaxations.
Due to the complicated carrier relaxation processes, the interpretation of the LT-PL spectra is only preliminary. On the other hand, the interpretation of absorption spectrum does not need to consider the carrier relaxation process. It is thus easier to use adsorption spectroscopy to illustrate the formation of hybridized excitons as a consequence of the configurational interlayer hopping integral, the band alignment and the valley-spin.
